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Ever since he saw the legendary player known as the "Little Giant" compete at the national

volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! He decides to

join the team at the high school the Little Giant went to-and then surpass him. Who says you need

to be tall to play volleyball when you can jump higher than anyone else? After proving themselves to

be the ultimate combination in their practice match against Kei Tsukishima, Kageyama and Hinata

are finally allowed to join the club! Hinataâ€™s true powerâ€”to perfectly time his spikes with his

eyes closedâ€”is awakened, and nothing can seem to stop this crazy setter-spiker duo. Now their

skills are about to be put to the test at a practice game against one of Kageyamaâ€™s former

teammates from middle school, Tohru Oikawa.
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So, yeah, I'm really liking this. Volume 2 has a lot more sport action with pretty much every scene

taking place on the court but as a non-sports person I didn't even mind! Even thugh they are

playing, practiing, talking about the game all the time, the characters' feelings and interactions with

each other are really the main point. I like all the characters at this point. A really good story! Can't

wait for the next volume.

Sports manga work by the characters; Furudate gets it right with Haikyuu. Volume one gave us two

protagonists on opposite ends of the spectrum (quirky underdog Hinata and



talented-but-socially-inept Kageyama) and smartly made it so that they balance each other out and

create synergy. Now, with volume 2, we are introduced to rivals and new teammates who will

challenge our duo to get better in the usual power ups.Hinata and Kageyama proved they could

work together; even more, they proved that they can create amazing plays. But everyone

recognizes the team is still full of holes and can be taken out easily. So a friendly game is arranged

with another school to see if the boys can pull it off consistently. But it turns out it is the school that

most of Kageyama's former middle school teammates now attend. Both Hinata and Kageyama are

in for a challenge.Most of this volume is the practice game at the other school where Hinata and

Kageyama have to prove that they can actually do their crazy "set perfectly and then hit the ball with

eyes closed" play. A rival in the form of Kageyama's super-talented former sempai is introduced and

by the end, their team's ace comes on to the scene.Haikyu is just good fun. The characters are

interesting and Furudate never takes anyone too seriously so the story can flow nicely. As well, the

slow introduction of new characters keeps the storyline fresh and gives our characters varied

challenges. Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the publisher.

I really liked it and the good thing is that it came in good condition and even earlier than expected! +

Oikawa and Iwa-chan â™¡

Excellent second volume that explains more rules and establishes the characters better. I only wish

the volumes came out faster!
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